Measuring the circular motion of small objects using laser stroboscopic images.
Measuring the circular motion of a small object, including its displacement, speed, and acceleration, is a challenging task. This paper presents a new method for measuring repetitive and/or nonrepetitive, constant speed and/or variable speed circular motion using laser stroboscopic images. Under stroboscopic illumination, each image taken by an ordinary camera records multioutlines of an object in motion; hence, processing the stroboscopic image will be able to extract the motion information. We built an experiment apparatus consisting of a laser as the light source, a stereomicroscope to magnify the image, and a normal complementary metal oxide semiconductor camera to record the image. As the object is in motion, the stroboscopic illumination generates a speckle pattern on the object that can be recorded by the camera and analyzed by a computer. Experimental results indicate that the stroboscopic imaging is stable under various conditions. Moreover, the characteristics of the motion, including the displacement, the velocity, and the acceleration can be calculated based on the width of speckle marks, the illumination intensity, the duty cycle, and the sampling frequency. Compared with the popular high-speed camera method, the presented method may achieve the same measuring accuracy, but with much reduced cost and complexity.